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Abstract

Malaysia is synonymously known as a multicultural country flourished with gastronomic nuances in abundance.
Within the multitude of well-known savory foods available through the history of Malaysia, kuih has always
bestowed a special part in the Malaysian diet. Kuih houses varying types of delicacies ranging from sweets to
savory treats or snacks. As with its counterparts in the Malay cuisine, kuih has also been influenced by many
historical events led by the migration of Chinese, Indians, and other explorers or visitors to Malaysia in the olden
days. This casually developed the Malay kuih which now coined as the traditional Malay kuih; traditional as in the
way that the classical values and authenticity were respected and established then. As time progresses and
changes the lifestyle of Malays, newly innovated products are at the rise and emerged another type of kuih with
somewhat similar characteristics to that of traditional Malay kuih, namely Nyonya Kuih. Nyonya kuih noted to be a
reformulation of traditional Malay kuih with native Chinese expertise through some tweaks inculcating their palates
and culinary library. Further along, the modernization also impacted the traditional Malay kuih in such a way that
the overall representations being put at stake of unclear identity through innovations and industrializations. This
paper draws out the history, authenticity, identity, and potentials of the traditional Malay kuih. Besides, this article is
hoped to contribute to further refining the traditional Malay food knowledge specifically in its kuih sub-genre
against the heritage-destructive modernization led by globalization.
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Introduction
Geographically, Malaysia is situated in the South-East
Asia separated into two lands by the South China Sea;
Peninsular Malaysia, also known as East Malaysia, and
West Malaysia which is part of the Borneo Island. With
its established 13 states and three federal territories,
Malaysia has come a long way in creating a dynamic and
colorful country as of now. It is unanimously aggregable
to say that Malaysia is one of the harmonious multiracial
countries. According to [1], there are three major eth-
nics prominently made up the 32.6 million Malaysians
by 2018 namely the Bumiputeras that includes Malays at

69.3%, Chinese at 22.8%, and Indians at 6.9%. The rest
of Malaysians constitute the minorities ranging in differ-
ent ethnicities at 1.0% [2]. asserted that there are actually
more than 70 ethnicities in Malaysia. The diverse ethnics
have longed resulted in a dynamic nuance in cultures,
customs, politics, and also gastronomic outcomes.
Malaysia’s culinary library represents Malaysia’s image
including its flavor profile that is often savory, hot, and
spicy [3]. Among the well known are Nasi Lemak,
Rendang, Nasi Ayam, Laksa, and lots more. However,
despite the common nationally claimed foods as the
Malaysian flavors, individual traditional foods that expli-
cit to each ethnicity also has their own values and
uniquely different from one to another. To date, it has
been reviewed and researched on the issues of trad-
itional food as a whole but specific to a subdivision of
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these foods are on the lacking to be explored extensively,
namely the traditional Malay kuih.

Malay gastronomy concoction
Being a geographically strategic country in the region of
the equator, and also one of the Commonwealth coun-
tries, Malaysia certainly exudes degrees of amalgamation
as historically written [4]. Factually, the state of Malacca
marked the setting and time where Malaysia initially
boomed with a vast array of culinary ingredients due to
its trading activities with other countries and continents.
As discussed by [5], this was also the point where
Malays enriched their diet.
As mentioned before, the citizenship of Malaysia is

predominantly Malays, but Malay ethnicity is actually
residing around the globe although concentrated in the
South East Asia region. Apart from Malaysia, other
countries like Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei, and even
southern Thailand and the Philippines are home to some
Malays [4, 6]. It was written in history that Malay ethni-
city itself is a mixture of several elements from Indonesia
(Sumatra and Java) Thailand, Sulawesi, and Polynesia.
Noting back to the introduction of this paper, the evolu-
tion of Malay cuisine itself was dynamically influenced
by these ethnicities. This explains relative similarities of
the Malay cuisine to certain degrees across the stated
lands. Nor et al. [7] discussed that the evolution of
Malay gastronomy incessantly happened in the olden
days of trading where neighboring lands came in and
brought the influences and in line with what is written
long ago by [8] strategic geographical position of Malaysia
harbored successful trading activities from around the
globe. Apart from that [9–11], added that the migration of
Chinese also plays a part in the creation of dynamic local
cuisine.
Apart from the international influences, Malay’s diet

has always been associated with farming and fishing,
mainly centered towards paddy fields, and vegetable and
herb gardens around the house [7, 12, 13]. These include
rice, coconut, pandan (screw pine leaves), ulam (native
herbs and salads), poultry, fish, and spices to name a
few. The spread of agricultural activities and the crops
across Malaysia also partly induced by the natural re-
sources of the land’s locale. In such matters [7], con-
tended that there are also differences of Malay foods
with regard to the regional position within Malaysia. For
instance, regions that technically near to the sea will
have more use of seafoods in their diet as in the East-coast
region that includes Kelantan and Terengganu [14].
Others would harvest “daun kayu” [14] known as the ed-
ible plants from the wild or domestically grown crops like
herbs and spices and fruits. They also raise and look after
livestock around the house compound and paddy

cultivation where applicable. From all of the mentioned
edibles [14], remarked that for ages, rural Malays acknowl-
edged rice and fish as the main source of food.

Traditional Malay kuih: an array of traditional
senses
As with other cuisine lineups, myriads of delicacies of-
fering a range of appetizers, salads, soups, main dishes,
and all the way to desserts and snacks. Within those
categories, traditional Malay kuih appears to be one of
the delicacies that offer versatility be fitting into an
appetizer, dessert, and also as snacks [12]. Apart from
nasi lemak, nasi ayam, laksa, and other popular dishes
well recognized as Malaysian flavors, there are more
petit treats from the traditional Malay kitchen worth fur-
ther recognition in Malay cuisine, which are the kuih.
The traditional Malay kuih is known as being a broad
term housing various relatively small-sized delicacies
ranging from scrumptious pastries or bakeries to even
steamed and grilled delicacies in which each bears
dynamic flavors of either sweet or savory [5]. While the
term kuih itself being used loosely and due to the lack of
proper documentation on such matter, the basic under-
standing of what traditional Malay kuih represents is still
at vague. Mustafa et al. [15] even denoted traditional
Malay kuih as “confectionery” which connotes a whole
respect of food by itself. Besides, the word kuih itself
also shares a degree of similarity to adjacent countries
like Indonesia, Singapore, and Brunei, although differences
in the actual meaning of kuih in stated lands would con-
note different types of food forms within it. Regardless,
kuih is unanimously understood to be enjoyed throughout
the day like snacks whenever it is available and also may
occasionally be included in feasts or festivals [16].
Shamsudin et al. [17] once asserted that Malays are

still consuming traditional Malay kuih as their daily diet.
They also mentioned that about 70 kinds of traditional
Malay kuih still popularized. These include the normally
found type of kuih at street vendors that usually pre-
pared fresh earlier the day of selling or even prepared at
the stall itself. Karipap (curry puffs), apam (steamed
sponge cakes), and keria (donut like kuih made from
sweet potatoes and glazed in crystalized sugar) are some
examples that fall into the typically found variety. These
delicacies are treated as intangible heritage by the
Malays and have been passed down verbally from gener-
ation to generations especially within the womenfolk
[18]. Not to mention also that the habit and acceptance
of new generations to consume traditional Malay kuih
are inevitably have to be embedded in the family itself.

Traditional ingredients
It is suggestive that traditional Malay kuih also uses in-
gredients that are native to most of Malay’s agricultural
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produce [9] and also what is natively grown in the wild
locally [12]. While not most of the crops lend their
flavors in the making of kuih, some has always been the
staples across all variety of kuih namely rice from paddy
cultivation, the aromatic pandan, and the famous trop-
ical fruit, the coconuts. As with the western counterpart,
ingredients of traditional Malay kuih do play their role
in making the perfect traditions. The ingredients can be
divided into several categories namely starches, sweet-
eners, liquids, lipids, and additives.

Starches
Rice is noted to be a staple food in Malaysia and specif-
ically to the Malays. Rosniyana et al. [19] noted that rice
and its products massively used in various local foods.
Rice lends the starch (carbohydrate) or “body” of most
kuih but not only restricted to, as glutinous rice has also
contributed to some array of uses in kuih [20]. Tubers
like tapioca and sweet potatoes are also called for some
special recipes like bingka ubi kayu (soft tapioca slab
cakes), keria, cucur badak (deep-fried savory filling sweet
potato fritters), and cek mek molek (deep-fried sweet fill-
ing sweet potato fritters). Amongst all tubers, tapioca is
known for the longest diet that Malay had consumed
and was coined as nostalgic food by [21].

Sweeteners
Throughout history, cane sugar was undoubtedly the
common sweetener used in traditional Malay kuih mak-
ing. This is supported by the review made by [22] that
the cane sugar industry has flourished in Malaysia by the
year 1960, which driven by the British conquest of the
Malaya (now Malaysia) in the midst of the year 1870.
Cane sugar may be used in traditional Malay kuih mak-
ing in the form of white sugar or brown sugar depending
on recipes although it was not particularly specific on
the coarseness grade of the grains as with western pastry
and bakery production. It is worth to mention also
Malays have long established and commodify a type of
hardened syrup that is amorphous derived from a sugar
palm tree (Arenga pinnata) called gula melaka or gula
kabung. The name gula melaka is derived from the
massive production of the palm sugar from Malacca
state, and gula kabung is derived from the actual local
name of the sugar palm tree kabung [23]. Both forms of
the gula kabung and gula melaka are easily found in the
local market in the form of cylindrical blocks or discs
that require cook to shave them into fine crystals or
chunks in accordance with specific recipes.

Liquids
Western pastries, bakeries, and desserts may always use
dairy milk or cream to enhance the flavor or act as
“moistener” [24] to loosen the mixture to control the

texture of end products, but traditional Malay kuih uses
coconut milk or coconut cream for the same reasons.
Eggs (chicken or sometimes duck) also fall into the li-
quid category which delectably further enhances the tex-
ture of kuih especially those that resemble custard
making in the makeup like seri muka (soft and chewy
bed of glutinous rice with a coconut pandan custard
layer) and kuih kaya gerodak (steamed flan like custard).

Additives
Additives may come as small quantity additions to the
overall ingredient list that a recipe calls for. In the making
of traditional Malay kuih, mostly natural flavoring, color-
ing, and texture enhancers were used. Pandan being the
infamous ingredient in traditional Malay kuih has always
been proud of its decadent aroma. Although it is under-
stood to give lush green hue to the kuih, pandan was not
used by itself for that reason. Pandan serani (Dracaena
angustifolia) is said to be used for the deeper green color in
kuih making. Salleh et al. [25] denoted that pandan serani
has always been one of the most cultivated landscape
plants in the Malays’ domestic traditional landscape. Not
to mention also coconut in which imparts its creamy flavor
from the milk or cream and sometimes used for its flesh
usually grated whether for texture enhancer in kuih lopes
(steamed pate like glutinous rice cake) or as garnishing
coating kuih kosui (sweet-salty wheat and tapioca flour soft
cake). Figure 1 shows the use of grated coconut as garnish-
ing to different types of traditional Malay kuih. Turmeric
also sometimes used for its punchy yellow hue for savory
kuih which in some kuih further flavor that particular kuih.
In the same color theme, eggs also impart yellow tint to
kuih on the sweeter end. These natural ingredients used as
visual enhancers for the kuih to acquire varying visual at-
tractions [26]. Besides coloring, there are other ingredients
used for different purposes like rose water used for its div-
ine aroma and limestone paste used as texturizer to en-
force firmer kuih kosui and kuih lompang (little rice flour
cakes with hollow center). It is also used to get red tint in
cooking when used in conjunction with the presence
of turmeric.
Besides the vast ingredients used, it is worth to note

also that kuih spreads throughout Malaysia with differ-
ing regional preferences, for instance, the east-coasts
towards the northern region of Peninsular Malaysia
favors the sweeter end of kuih [5]. This region includes
Kelantan, Terengganu, Kedah, and Perlis where the
influence of Thailand’s palates of sweet-spicy is preva-
lent. On the other end of the spectrum, savory kuih is
widely available within the central towards the
southern region of Peninsular Malaysia owing to the
influences from the neighboring country, Indonesia
with its salty-spicy palate. Ahmad [27] also mentioned
that from her findings, east-coast kuih is leaning
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towards the yellow side of color and west-coast to-
wards greener hue. She argued that the first uses more
eggs into their kuih and the latter benefits more from the
pandan leaves. Noting to the vast array of ingredients li-
brary, traditional Malay kuih is undoubtedly holding its
identity by tying an array of delicacies with its local crops.

Traditional cooking methods
Mirroring the multitude of influences taken into the for-
mation of traditional Malay kuih, methods of preparing
the kuih are also greatly varied from baking, steaming,
boiling, grilling, and more [28]. However, as Malay heri-
tage resonates, petua (traditional tips and tricks) will
come into play. Note also that the elderly as the experts
of making traditional Malay kuih easily made kuih with-
out even being too technical in terms of the measure-
ment and advanced machines. It is once coined to be
the “muscle memory” by [27] as she explained how the
elderly estimate the appropriate amount of ingredients.
Their expertise also covers quality checking by consistency
and just the feels in their hands.
The known methods of preparing traditional Malay kuih

are self-explanatory as they are remotely similar to west-
ern cooking methods in general. For example, baking is
known to the world to be a dry heat cooking method that
had the food put into a controlled temperature chamber
and the hot air within slowly heat the pan and by adjacent
heat of the pan cook the food that is in it [29]. In the mak-
ing of bahulu (little individual sponge cakes), the bahulu
batter will be poured into the molding cavity of a two-

piece metal contraption (traditionally made of copper)
that is heated with charcoal or coconut husks on the top
and bottom. The adjacent heat of the metal contraption
heats the batter and further cooks the bahulu. In terms of
boiling and steaming, additional pandan leaves and ba-
nana leaves always called in this technique as to aromatize
the kuih further like in the making of koci (mochi-like
chewy black glutinous rice cake filled with sweetened
grated coconut), buah melaka, lepat pisang (firm
pudding-like banana cake), and others. Grilling and frying
may be applied mostly to savory kuih accordingly like
pulut panggang (savory filling glutinous rice grills), cucur
badak, and karipap.

Traditional and inspirational names
Apart from that, the names of the kuih are also very
unique to their forms and shapes [30, 31]. Kuih talam, for
example, used as a general term housing several kuihs that
typically molded into a container normally baking tins or
pans later to be cut into shapes like squares, rectangles, or
traditionally diagonal cut to create diamond-shaped
kuih [32, 33]. Figure 2 shows the end products of vari-
ous kuih talam that have been portioned into squares
and diamonds. Pulut panggang derived its name from
the ingredients and the method of the preparation.
Pulut is glutinous rice, while panggang refers to its
cooking method, grill. Figure 3 shows the visual presen-
tation of pulut panggang. Some names of the kuih are
given on the virtue of the shape the kuih is made into.
Behind the delectable chewy texture and burst with

Fig. 1 Grated coconut may be used as garnishing to coat kuih buah melaka (foreground) and kuih telur katak (sticky sago) (background). Besides
the aesthetical value, shredded coconut imparts interests in the texture and flavor department which makes traditional Malay kuih an all-rounded
traditional delicacy. Coconut is noted to be long and widely cultivated by the Malays. Hence, it is one of the main ingredients across all traditional
Malay culinary offerings. It can be used in various forms including coconut milk, coconut cream, coconut water, and also the coconut flesh itself
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sweet gula kabung syrup in the middle of kuih buah
melaka resides a resemblance of the small spheres of the
kuih to the fruit of Malacca tree (Phyllanthus emblica),
hence explained by [33] on how the kuih got its name.
The Malacca tree is also notably part of important

Malaysia history where the state Malacca was given the
name of [34]. Another example of kuih that named after
the shape is kuih tiram. It is known to look like an oyster
(tiram) shell with layers of crispy and crackling pastry
when bitten. Other names can be a parable of metaphoric

Fig. 2 An array of different kuih talam; (left to right) pudding jagung (firm corn pudding), talam cendol (green rice flour jelly with palm sugar soft
cake), bingka ubi kayu, and kosui. Talam is known as a tray in English which denotes the method of making or cooking the kuih in baking tray to
leave it to set before it is cut into smaller portions. This method is remotely similar to the western baking method of sheet cake like brownie,
where the cakes are baked in shallow sheets only to be cut into portions prior to serving. The only difference with traditional Malay kuih is that
steaming is much more practiced than baking

Fig. 3 A visual representation of pulut panggang. A cross-sectional view of the kuih reveals the savory filling made with grated coconut, dried
shrimps, chilies, and herbs and spices that include turmeric which imparts the golden yellow hue. Banana leaf pieces are used to wrap the filled
glutinous rice logs and pinned with short bamboo skewers at both ends before grilling. The aroma of banana leaf charred by the grilling heat
infuses the pulut panggang giving kuih a dynamic savory flavor apart from the usual sweet kuih
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as in the case of kuih puteri dua sebilik. The literal transla-
tion reads “the two princesses of a room.” While the name
does not confer practical illustration [35], explained the
metaphor of “two princesses” is represented by two differ-
ently colored and filled small glutinous rice balls in the
kuih. These glutinous rice balls are placed together with
coconut milk batter and enveloped with a piece of banana
leaf that suggestively represents the “room.” Figure 4 illus-
trates the visual appearance of the kuih puteri dua sebilik.
Noting to these unique names [36], argued that historic-
ally, Malays were well versed with their literatures and
poetry and thus explain the ornate metaphor of the names
of certain kuih.
Having pointed out the interesting aspects of traditional

Malay kuih, the extent of its product range is rather vague
as no written evidence found to date. Mostly, anecdotal
claims surrounding individuals and community. With all of
the traditional aspects of the kuih, the lack of scholarly
documentation and references of the meaning of traditional
Malay kuih itself is driving these delicacies mistakenly cate-
gorized. Adding to that [37], discussed that authenticity of
the kuih may be explicit to settings where it is made rather
than what it is. With this, it is assured that varying versions
may be presented in one type of kuih and thus lead to an
unclear definition of traditional Malay kuih.

Malay kuih and Nyonya kuih debacle
In general, Baba Nyonya refers to the Malaysians that are
Chinese decedents that had assimilated with the Malay

cultures and customs from the olden days [38, 39]. The
vast majority of this ethnic settled in Malacca, and
Penang, as well as a small community in Terengganu
and Kelantan [2, 10, 11]. Due to the minority, these
Chinese migrants assimilate with the majority which
how Malay cultures and customs affected their life-
styles. It however has not altered the religious beliefs of
the Chinese from Buddhism regardless of the fluent
Malay-spoken Baba Nyonyas [40].
The term Baba and Nyonya were informatively explained

by [11] in his study discussing that the word “Baba” is de-
rived from a Malay word—Bapa, that connotes a male or a
father, and “Nyonya” derived from Javanese that represents
the female counterpart. Additionally, the word “Peranakan”
is also used to describe the Baba and Nyonya community
[2, 40]. Although [10], argued that peranakan is the term
used on children that born locally but from interracial
wedlock between the Chinese and the local Malays. This
intermingling of races urged assimilation of the Chinese to
the local Malay customs and culture. The resemblance of
peranakan presence and behavior to the Malay counterpart
is sometimes seemed similar due to the assimilation and ac-
culturation as discussed by [2].
As assimilation is concerned, Baba Nyonya has indef-

initely acclimated to the local Malay way of life; this also
includes the culinary skills [39]. This initiates the ex-
planation of Nyonya cuisine emergence. Nyonya cuisine,
in general, is a fusion concoction of the Chinese de-
scents in Malaysia inculcating their cultural elements

Fig. 4 Kuih puteri dua sebilik. The use of two different colored glutinous rice balls in a bed of soft coconut milk pudding. The kuih is wrapped
neatly into an envelope of banana leaf. The name encapsulates the culture of Malays that are fond of poetry in their daily life. This kuih tells a
story of 2 princesses that share a room together which implied by the two different colored glutinous rice balls in the kuih. The banana leaf
envelope metaphorically suggests the room where the glutinous rice balls being wrapped into
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into local resources [38, 41]. The changes were not
massive but rather to accommodate the peranakan’s
taste buds and the use of their expertise in their kitchen.
These changes made upon varying traditional Malay
foods and that traditional Malay kuih were also affected.
In contrast to traditional Malay kuih, Nyonya kuih se-

quentially flourished post-traditional Malay kuih and
began to be publicly recognized since. Sua [10] noted
that Nyonya kuih as essentially a modified version of
traditional Malay kuih. Due to the changes made upon
the traditional Malay kuih, and with the lack of docu-
mentations on the matter, some researchers have found
that the confusions of traditional Malay cuisine in gen-
eral are getting vaguer amongst others [42].
Nyonya kuih is now locally acknowledged to be

enjoyed as snacks at any time of the day although [9]
noted that Nyonya kuih usually served as light breakfast
or as snacks in the afternoon. Tourism Melaka [43] on
the other hand, deduced that some of the Nyonya kuih
historically used as ritual offerings and also served in fes-
tive occasions like Chinese New Year. While it is overtly
similar, Nyonya kuih as a brand succeeded the local
market leaving traditional Malay kuih silenced. It is a
shame that the original traditional Malay kuih oversha-
dowed by its innovated counterparts. It is argued that
the Nyonya kuih is produced through processes involv-
ing manual techniques to ensure quality and authenticity
[43]. This is known to add up the value of the Nyonya
kuih and always coined as part of advertisements.
Despite the successful story of Nyonya kuih [11], op-

posed that in his study, the Baba Nyonya culture was at
stake of lacking its distinctions. With this, the distinct
culinary features also said to face dilution through the
globalization and modernization. A similar situation re-
ported on the traditional Malay cuisine as more and
more studies proven its prevalence like in the studies of
[13, 18, 42, 44, 45]. It is however, seemingly promising
for the Nyonya kuih to thrive as [11] discussed that the
culture of Baba Nyonya has been entering the limelight
of attention in book publications, theses, and other pub-
lic awareness events. Some news also reported the value
of Nyonya kuih is substantially held in the authenticity
of the ingredients and methods of making which trad-
itional and manual [43]. Even Malaysia’s famous celeb-
rity chef, Chef Wan also acknowledges the passion and
manual preparation of making such delicacies as it lifts
and respects the heritage and traditions [46]. It is clear
that the closest representation of traditional kuih can ut-
terly confer to quality assurance. Nyonya kuih excels in
this matter undoubtedly.

The states and stakes of traditional Malay kuih
We are rained with increasing studies on heritage food
as of lately. While there is a number of news on delights

and concerns on the kuih in general, concentration is
gravitating towards the concern of extinction on the
traditional Malay kuih [15, 26, 47, 48]. And only at a
lower ratio of reports on the effort on reviving the trad-
itional Malay kuih [49, 50]. This shows how vulnerable
traditional Malay kuih status in the current scenario, leav-
ing it on the verge of dismissal as compared to the Nyonya
kuih that currently being rediscovered, rebranded, and ex-
celled in the market. Omar and Omar [12] reported that
Malay kuih sold on sides of streets offers questionable
quality. These qualities being the authentic tastes, appear-
ances, and serving style [51]. Aside from jeopardized qual-
ity, the price tag of these sellers seems to put traditional
Malay kuih to just another mediocre product. Within the
subject of overpricing [52], reported that the demand for
quality Malay kuih is still prevalent and the willingness to
pay for quality kuih is understandable. This explains that
higher-priced kuih is not a reason that traditional Malay
kuih left at stake, but rather the lack of quality offered.
Understanding sustainability issues, the younger gener-

ation is undoubtedly coming into mind as the next gen-
eration to inherit and reproduce traditional Malay kuih
sustainably. However [18], has researched that there are
prevalent challenges to sustain traditional Malay kuih in
youth. This indefinitely denotes the decreasing momen-
tum of traditional Malay kuih vitality which is feared to
be extinct in the near future [48, 49]. As the new gener-
ation moving towards digital and modernized era, rede-
velopments in all facets of life led by globalization and
urbanization repeatedly coined to be responsible for the
traditional Malay kuih decline [12, 26, 53].
Modernization is always revolving around human

to uplift their lifestyle; thus, advancement in carrier pro-
ceeds traditions. No more active kitchen at home and
more take-outs and eating-outs as time constraint are at
excuses [54]. As traditional Malay kuih is said to be tedi-
ous and time-consuming, lesser practices performed and
thus neglected for the new generation to learn which be-
lieved to be the most effective way to transmit heritage
from the older generation to the new [7]. Benefitting
from this matter, the business industry especially the
food industry urged of doing business so intense to fulfill
the gap of traditional Malay kuih demand. It is however
taken for granted that attention to details of traditions in
Malay kuih in general are being jeopardized [13]. As
with other business intentions [51], contends that profit-
ability is executed through the introduction of new
products and also minimizing inputs in place of maxi-
mizing outputs. This lured the excessive usage of ingre-
dients substitutions as they are relatively cost-effective
and time-saving in mass production instead of the pure
traditional ingredients [44]. The easily acquired and
readily available modern innovated ingredients like in-
stants and imitations reported by [13] to have altered
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the authenticity of traditional Malay cuisine and Malay
kuih have no exception. Adding up to this, the technol-
ogy advances from the modernization impart an inevit-
able degree tainting the authenticity of traditional Malay
kuih. Traditional Malay kuih that was once delivered full
and dynamic flavors at one bite, now tastes off from
what it used to be.
Discussing within the modern era, the survival approach

for new kuih entrepreneurs is not lengthy production and
minimum output. Time and energy are two that are not be-
ing compromised and thus resulted them in relying on ma-
chines to accelerate the production with less consumption
of energy and time [55, 56]. This however unavoidably al-
ters the overall quality of the kuih. Petua or known as the
tips and tricks of the elderly for a perfectly made kuih is
diminishing [27, 57] as machines are being put the trust to
do the job. This decision is in line with the motto of con-
temporary business, where results are far admirable than
processes, thus leading to deskilling, and restrict its sustain-
ability [58]. The issue is so prevalent that Malaysia’s inter-
nationally recognized chef, Chef Wan, even reported in
local news to express the disappointment in professional
chefs’ incompetence to make traditional Malay kuih [46].
Aside from the Malay kuih supply side, a research con-

ducted by [18] found out that the state of consumer ac-
ceptance and the overall knowledge of traditional Malay
kuih among youth is at a worrying level. The extent of
awareness and consumption of traditional Malay kuih af-
fected by trends and the availability of creative modern
desserts [52]. Needless to say, the overly claimed hectic
work-life advancement and life in general of post
globalization hinders the appreciation of the immaculate
and tedious process of making traditional Malay kuih.

The diversity and potentials of traditional Malay
kuih
Having discussed the traditional Malay kuih shortcom-
ings, all is not lost as surprising demands of traditional
Malay kuih prove of its market relevance locally and
even those in other countries [59, 60]. With myriads of
food products available nowadays in mainstream mar-
kets, heritage food is marketed as a brand in itself that
wins a niche segment of consumers who patronage its
specific qualities.
Acknowledging innovation as an effort to add more

values into existing products [51], Nyonya kuih proved
to succeed forward as compared to its former inspir-
ation, the traditional Malay kuih. Being treated as com-
mon food, traditional Malay kuih are easily found and
might also fall into street food snacks [9]. It is, however,
unfair to neglect quality factors of these heritage delica-
cies. Combined with the overly priced products, trad-
itional Malay kuih is inevitably losing its pride.

In the sense of revitalization, traditional Malay kuih may
need to undergo innovations as a step to levitating its
pride. Having said that, the traditional quality of such heri-
tage materials is by no chance should be disregarded [61].
A well-innovated product should hold true to its origin
but better in certain ways that could enhance its value.
Different aspects of innovation should be looked into like
packaging or serving presentations, processing system, or
even the sensitive careful selection of ingredients [62].
Kühne et al. [51] contends that there is a controversial ar-
gument on innovating traditional foods, and it is however
the intention of sustaining its relevance should uphold
innovation as important as to be competitive in the mar-
ket among other trendy products [62]. Innovations
intended include what is apparent from the consumers’
view like the way that traditional Malay kuih is presented
and packaging designs [15, 63] and also from the pro-
ducers’ side which can involve technological advances of
machinery [51, 63] that is practical yet capable of produ-
cing the same traditional quality of the Malay kuih.

Traditional to national: Malay kuih as Malaysian
kuih
The acknowledged heritage value of the traditional
Malay kuih and other traditional food in general is at its
capability of drawing warm childhood memories when
the kuih consumed popularly back then [64, 65]. Given
the discussed matter of the diverse versions of these
kuihs throughout the vicinity of Malaysia, specific kuih
and its regional authenticity can be aptly attached to
varying local consumers’ upbringing. These diverse po-
tentials are sure to promise traditional Malay kuih to be
marketed either into a broad or niche market segment
successfully. Besides, this also helps in drawing up the
colorful identity of Malays to the international level.
Speaking of identity, the differences upon flavors of each

locale exude eloquent pictures of the multiracial status of
Malaysia itself—a melting pot of races, cultures, and fla-
vors [66]. Considering that the Malay kuih is widely con-
sumed throughout the citizen, regardless of race, Malay
kuih may be opted a step up for a rebrand to Malaysian
kuih, making it a national food. Malay kuih has been avail-
able for a substantial timeline now and taking it up as a
national food is not necessarily an exaggeration. As dis-
cussed by [67], the sharing of common food within a
multiracial nation will make up as an identity determinant;
thus, Malaysian kuih seemingly fit to vindicate as a brand.
With rebranding in the picture, one should be minded of

the degree any changes or innovation should be introduced.
Derivation of traditional may not always be appropriate for
a reinvention level. As previously mentioned, the essence of
heritage should not be eliminated but rather enhanced.
After all, the traditional Malay kuih itself has already been
concocted, consumed, and accepted for its palatability
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nationally [68]. It is, however, the concern of youth interest
as the next generation to carry the heritage forward is a
concern. Globalization and urbanization change the lifestyle
of Malaysians tremendously, and youths are more suscep-
tible to the trends and global standardization [18, 68]. Hav-
ing said that, traditional Malay kuih also should be shed
some light to be more competitive in the market and thus
elevate the image into more refined and acceptable for the
millennials. Nahar et al. [69] once coined that the
globalization has inculcated “food neo-culturism” where
youths are more accepting to what is in global trend. Keep-
ing the product design of Malay kuih forward as Malaysian
kuih, abreast with technology and consumer trends, it will
surely put traditional Malay kuih to a promising market
position.

Conclusion
Dynamic is another word to describe the harmonious
multiracial country of Malaysia. Malaysia has proven its po-
tentials in many ways including economics, social, and gov-
ernance. Being a multiracial country, assimilations have
inevitably occurred ever since historical events, and al-
though each individual ethnicity holds dear to their beliefs
and culture, Malaysians have reached a common consensus
to its vast culinary library. These diverse aspects of Malaysia
are making it a proud beholder of the claim of “Malaysia
Truly Asia.”
The common diet of Malaysians ever since the olden

days always been shared across all ethnicity and trad-
itional Malay kuih, although it connotes Malay’s signa-
ture, it has always been in the diet of whole Malaysians
since its existence. Every part of Malaysia’s citizens had
played their parts in the formation of such a group of
delicacies through history, and it is only fitting for trad-
itional Malay kuih to be rebranded into Malaysian kuih.
Despite the debacle of successful marketing between
traditional Malay kuih and Nyonya kuih, kuih in general
is enjoyed day in and day out across all walks of life and
race should not be a determinant.
Malay kuih should be celebrated as having a multitude

of traditional nuances that color the Malaysian’s image
beautifully, and this holds great potentials in the nation’s
economy. With the proper adaptation of modernization
and industrialization, traditional Malay kuih could be
one of the thriving trades in the market, either locally or
internationally. The first step should be taken in order
for the next to fall into places. A precise product distinc-
tion has been established, and thus, public awareness
should be campaigned. This will ensure continuity of
traditional Malay kuih vitality and relevance in the mar-
ket as well as the national identity. Proper planning and
execution are keys to ensure the revival of traditional
Malay kuih in reaching the point of heritage sustainabil-
ity. The distinction and relevance of such traditional

gem’s existence is important for the acknowledgment
and pride of generations to come.
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